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ABSTRACT 

The Brukunga Mine is located approximately 50 km east-south-east of Adelaide and was 

established in 1952 as a source of sulfur for superphosphate. Due to low sulfur prices, the 

mine was closed in 1972 and since that time has been a source of Acid Mine Drainage 

(AMD), which has in turn had a dramatic effect of the local and downstream environments. 

Investigations into the waste dump and mine bench rocks indicate that large quantities of 

sulfides ( up to 22%) are present. Oxidation of sulfides, catalysed by bacteria, quickly form 

a strongly acidic environment. The lack of significant quantities of rapid neutralising 

minerals, such as calcite, accentuates and enhances these low pH conditions. Resultant 

large quantities of acid and heavy metals produced through this oxidation are subsequently 

released into the surroundings. The contamination is enhanced by the release of lithophile 

elements formed during slow aluminosilicate neutralisation reactions that are taking place. 

The pollutants are released into Dawesley Creek, a tributary of the Bremer River, which 

flows through the mine site. 

The tailings also add to the acidity problems through similar processes, but here sulfide 

quantities are much lower. A large accumulation of soluble salts has developed at depth 

and their location away from the zone of active oxidation indicates that oxidation has not 

been consistent through time. The development of a cemented layer region at 1-1.4m 

depth within the tailings is thought to be the preliminary stages of a hard pan. Calculations 

indicate that the formation of the cemented region is reducing the movement of the 

oxidation front and therefore the oxidation rate. Combining the two main observations 

suggests that the oxidation of the tailings is decreasing with time, through a self sealing 

action. 

The current environmental hazard the tailings represents is significant. The groundwater 

movement through the tailings represents a major flushing effect, allowing water with high 

quantities of ferrous iron to be transported to the dam wall where it is readily oxidised. 

This, combined with oxygen from the atmosphere causes the rapid oxidation of the rocks 

which make up the dam wall, and represents a major problem. A mechanism to reduce the 

ground water through-flow needs to be considered. 































































Section 3B - Tailings Investigations 

C) 12m - approx 18m
This section of the tailings profile has presumably been permanently below the 

water table, which was detected at 12-12.5m depth. Here oxygen is excluded from the 
system, the sulfides present are in pristine condition ( excluding at palaeosurfaces ), and 
there are low concentrations of soluble salt presumably due to through-flow of water and 
leaching. Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) were detected in the tailings at the top of the 
water table (12-12.5m). The lack of SRB below this level within the tailings is probably 
due to the fact that bacteria at the ground water surface would be utilizing the leached 
sulfate, thus restricting of the quantity available at depth. 

D) 18m+
This material represents the soil horizon on the original landscape below the 

tailings. Redoximorphic depletion and accumulation zones have developed in response to 
the actions of Sulfate Reducing Bacteria (SRB). These are simply regions of iron oxides 
and oxyhydroxides concentration or removal. Prior to deposition of the tailings, the soils 
would have been oxidised resulting in the development of goethite and ferrihydrite 
accumulations identified through XRD as a redoximorphic accumulation zone. During the 

'. 

subsequent deposition of the tailing� and the prevailing anaerobic conditions, SRB have 
become active. The SRB present utilised SO i- present in the soil, fonning sulfides, 

additionally the F e3+ from iron oxides and oxyhydroxides are put to use in the formation of 
iron sulfides. The utilization of the iron oxides and oxyhydroxides in upper portions of the 
redoximorphic accumulation has caused the development of a redoximorphic reduction 
zone. 

Photos of the tailings cores (hole 8) obtained during sampling can be seen in Fig 3 .27. 

Tailings Mineralogy and Physical attributes 

Based on the XRD and XRF analysis summarised in Tables 3.8 and 3.9, certain gangue 
minerals are continuously present in varying degrees throughout the profile. -These include, 
quartz, anorthite, albite, clinochlore, venniculite, phlogopite and muscovite. Tremolite is 
also present in some different samples. The variations are due to differences in the type of 
ore being processed at the time. Primary sulfides are also present below the highly oxidised 
near surface region. The sulfide type gives an indication of the degree of alteration. Within 
the top highly oxidised zone, only minor quantities of sulfide exist as pyrite. Directly below 
this zone, pyrite increases and pyrrhotite, the most susceptible of common sulfides to 
oxidation, is only slightly altered. Other minor sulfides observed at depth include sphalerite 
and chalcopyrite. 
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Section 3B - Tailings Investigations 

Calculations show that it only requires oxidation and precipitation of less than 2 ppm F e2+

in order to release enough H+ into pore water to decrease pH from 6 to 4. Such 
calculations show that the pH 5 recharge water still represents a large potential acidity if 
the concentration of ferrous iron is high. When the recharge water moves laterally down 
gradient within the ground water flow it is eventually exposed to the atmosphere as 
seepage through the dam wall, where the oxidation of ferrous iron causes precipitation of 
ferric hydroxides or jarosite. Large accumulations of iron were not observed within the 
water table because of this lateral through-flow. 

The depth profiles of pH and soluble salts in the aqueous extracts indicate that the low pH 
porewater occurs throughout the unsaturated zone, while the porewater with the highest 
concentrations of soluble salts occurs just above the water table. Thus H+ ions and soluble 
salts penetrate to similar depths, which indicates that rapid H+ consumption reactions are 
not occurring and the increased concentration of ions is simply due to leaching of a front 
down the profile. If the soluble salts had been leached further than the low pH conditions, 
then effective neutralising conditions could have been hypothesized. 

Morin et al. (1988 a,b), Morin and Cherry (1988) and Morin (1988) explain that as pyrite 
oxidation proceeds at the surface of tailings, the pH of acid mine drainage decreases over 
time in a series of steps, each of which represents the dissolution of specific buffering 
species present at that pH. The mineral species believed responsible for each pH plateau 
are 

calcium-based carbonate 
aluminium hydroxide 
iron hydroxide and jarosite 
aluminosilicates 

pH 5.5-6.4 
pH4.3-5 
pH 3-3.7 
pH<3 

XRD and optical microscopy investigations of the tailings indicate that calcite is not present 
in the tailings. Waste rock investigations indicate that calcite is present only in minor 
amounts, suggesting that· any calcite originally present has been consumed during ore 
processing. As mentioned previously, the pH within the unsaturated zone ranges from 2-4. 
The highest pH of 4 corresponds with the ferrihydrite and jarosite cemented region 
observed in the zone directly above active oxidation (see later) ... pH values as low as 2 are 

• measured down the profile, indicating that the jarosite formed in palaeosurfaces at depth is
having little effect. The main potential neutralising minerals present are aluminosilicates,

but their neutralising rates are slow. '-,,
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